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1. Introduction 
This paper describes a client/server communication protocol which will allow 
physicists to access data nom cooperating remote experiments. 
Special low-level "client" software wititin the user's "home" data-access library 
formulates a request for data from the remote experiment. This request is sent over 
a network to a server at the remote site. The server has specific knowledge about 
the location and format of the requested data. The server gets the data and sends it 
over the network to the requesting client, which reformats the data according to the 
local library's conventions. 

Our prototype is being developed to suppon remote access to data from ATF, PBX, 
and microVax data from Tore-Supra. We have attempted to create a flexible design 
which should accomodate data from other experiments as well. 

2. The client-server relationship 
It is important to realize that this is not a specification for a general client-server 
system. Rather, it is a definition of a protocol for network communication, geared 
specifically to the type of data which we encounter in fusion energy research. Each 
Server is implemented specifically to handle local data for an individual experiment 
The Client chooses a specific server with which to link, but seldom needs to 
provide any other server-specific parameters. In rare circumstances, a particular 
server might require some special information (e.g., shot date, in installations 
where shot number is reset to '1' every day). The client would need to provide this 
special information in such a case. 

3. How does local software "know" that data is remote ? 
The obvious First question. Our design does not attempt to hide the location of the 
actual data, but to permit access to it through utility programs and subroutines with 
which the user is already familiar. The local library code might seek to make the 
data's location transparent to the user, but that is part of the library implementation, 
and is beyond the scope of this design. 

In many cases, most of the data for a particular experiment will be at a remote site. 
For example, a physicist working from Oak Ridge on PBX data knows that the raw 
data, plus much analyzed data is in New Jersey. If some analyzed data signals are 
to be stored locally, then the local data-access library (e.g., DMG) might be 
designed to recognize this. Alternatively, some convention might be established 
whereby the user can indicate local or remote data. 
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4. Basic concepts 
The basic data-organization components which we define are 

• the shot; 
• the diagnostic; and 
• the signal. 

Each component has an associated "header" structure, although some fields of die 
structures may not be relevant to a particular client or server. Default values are 
defined for such fields. The individual components and the header information for 
each are described below. 

[n a future version, all data (including message headers) will be encoded in a 
computer-independent format by the sender and decoded by the receiver. At 
present, however, our "computer-independent" format is native-VAX. 

Defined data types include REAL, CHAR, and signed and unsigned versions of 
INTEGER (4 bytes), WORD (2 bytes), and BYTE. There is also a special-purpose 
DATAGROUP format, used for describing dimension information. Other data types 
can be added if required. 

We define a number of operations, performed by the server at the request of the 
client The major operations are: 

• OPEN_SHOT 
Identifies the shot, possibly including "sub-shot" identification; 

• OPEN_DIAGNOSTIC 
Opens the particular diagnostic; 

• GET_SIGNAL_HEADER 
Returns information about specific sigt.aJ, including "dimension" 
information (i.e., "timing''). 

- GET_SIGNAL_DATA 
Returns specific data points, as requested by client. 

Other defined operations are 
• GET_SHOT_HEADER 

?.etums shot-header structure. 
• GETJDIAG_HEADER 

Returns diagnostic-header structure. 
• CLOSE_DIAGNOSTIC; and 
• CLOSE_SHOT. 

4.1 The Shot 
Shot identification is provided via an integer number and optional text field. 
A "date" field is also provided, since some experiments reset their shot number to 1 
at the beginning of each day. In such cases, identification is by date + shotnum. 

Optional sub-shot information (integer number and text field) can also be specified. 
This will be useful for specifying calibration data, or on experiments with shots of 
long duration. In the latter case, a long pulse might be broken up into several "sub-
shots". Some ATF diagnostics have already used the "sub-shot" concept, and it 
will become very common when ATF begins operation as a long-pulse experiment. 
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When we open a shot/subshot, the server returns a shot-id#. This is required when 
requesting shot header information, or when opening a Diagnostic. 

The Shot Header includes such information as: 
• shot date/time; 
• list of available diagnostics (if possible). 

4.2 The Diagnostic 
A Diagnostic is identified by its name and a shot-id#. The server returns a 
dhgnosrn-id*. which uniquely identifies the Diagnosnc for a particular shot. The 
diagnostic-id# is used when requesting die diagnostic's header information, and 
when requesting a specific signal. 

Null Diagnostic: Some experimental machines may have no notion of individual 
'diagnostics", but rather have globally defined signal names. In these cases, the 
client should open a null diagnostic in order to get a proper diagnostic-id*. 

The Diagnostic Header includes such information as: 
• diagnosnc date/time: if meaningful. File-creation time if diagnostics.are 

stored in separate files; 
• shot date/time. This seems redundant, but we might not have requested 

the shot header. Also, for some servers, the shot date/time may be 
available only after opening a diagnostic; 

• list of available signals. 

4.3 The Signal 
Signals are identified by name and diagnostic-id*. (Remember, the diagnostic-id* 
uniquely identifies a diagnostic for a particular shot/subshot). There is no notion of 
a "signal-id#". 

A particular signal can be further identified as being associated with (subordinate to; 
another signal, much as normal signals are associated with individual diagnostics. 
This allows us to support a file format, as exists on PBX, where a "main'' signal 
(data channel) might have several symbols associated with it. 

The Signal Header includes such information as: 
• Signal date/time; 
• Total number of points; 
• Signal version number (if applicable); 
• Quality factor (if applicable); 
• Data information: 

- Format (floating pt, integers of various lengths); 
- "Compressed data" flag; 
- Compression algorithm id#. See under "Requesting Signal Data". 

• Scale factors; arbitrary number of gains and offsets to be applied to data, 
at discretion of local library software. See below; 

• Dimension information and values: describes die layout of the data. The 
protocol supports an arbitrary number of dimensions. See below; 

• Comment of arbitrary length. 

4.3.1 The Signal: Scale Factors 
The client receives signal data in whatever format they are stored on disk. The 
signal header provides an arbitrary number of scale factors which can be applied to 
the signal data, at the discretion of the local library software. 
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Scale Factor information is 
• gain (floating pt); 
• offset (floating pt); and 
• units (text). 

The number of Scale Factors is provided in the signal header. Zero is a legitimate 
count -- it just means that the signal data are to be used as-is. 

The main use of scale factors is the conversion of raw digitizer data (typically 
integers') to digitizer volts. A second scale factor might reflect the gain and offset 
provided by an amplifier. Other scale factors might be meaningful in certain 
situations. 
When the signal header includes more than one scale factor, an "effective" scale 
factor is added, which provides the resultant gain and offset from all of the 
individual scale factors. 

Analyzed data are most often stored en disk in their final format, and will likely 
have no associated scale factors. 

4.3.2 The Signal: Dimension Information 
The signal header includes "dimension information" which describes the 
arrangement of the signal's data. The protocol design supports an arbitrary number 
of dimensions. 

Each dimension is described separately, in a format appropriate for the dimension: 
• Random sampling interval: best described by an array of values, one for 

each element of the dimension's width. Values can be in any format 
which is appropriate; 

• Fixed sampling interval (e.g., transient-digitizer data): Each sampling 
period is best described by providing a dataGronp specifying (start, 
delta, and count}. An arbitrary number of these dataGroups can be 
specified for the dimension. The dimension's width is the sum of 
die "count" s for all dataGroups. 

In either case, the values for each dimension are provided in an array where 
the number of elements is specified in the signal header. The elements of 
the array may be in any of the defined data formats (real, integer, etc.), 
including the special "dataGroup" format used to describe data widi fixed 
sampling interval. 

5. Requesting Signal Data 
After establishing a network link with the appropriate server, the client software 
(within the local library) requests a particular signal by sending a standard sequence 
of calls to the server: 
• OPEN_SHOT: Qient requests to open the shot: server returns shot-id#: 
• OPEN_DIAGNOSTIC: Client requests to open the diagnostic for shot-id#: server 

returns diagnostic id#; 
• GET_SIG_HEADER: Client requests die signal header. Signal header contains, 

among other things, die signal's "dimension" information (e.g.. timing 
information). The shot header structure supports an arbitrary number of 
dimensions, with flexible formats for the actual dimension data. 
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• Client determines which point numbers it wants from each dimension in order to 
satisfy the user's request. 

• GET_S1G_DATA: Client requests signal data, specifying starting point number 
and number of points for each dimension. Server returns the requested 
data. 

Compressed data will be handled as follows <not yet implemented>: 
• The system will, in time, define some standard data compression algorithms, 

assigning each a unique id#. 
• If data are stored in compressed form, signal header will have "compressed data" 

flag set, and will include an algoruhm id# if possible. 
• Client, when requesting data, indicates whether or not it can accept die data in 

compressed form. If not, server will de-compress me data before shipping 
it to the client. 

6. Network Communication 
Our implementation uses the TCP/IP network protocol. Many other network 
standards would work as well, but TCP/IP is available where we want it. 

Ln client-server interactions, each request initiated by the client generates a response 
from the server. The server always returns a status code in its response, telling the 
client whether its request was handled successfully. 

Each message, in either direction, begins with a fixed-length message packet which 
includes a header and a data area. Message data comprises a data header, whose 
structure and length are specific to die operation being performed, and a variable-
data area. Thi; message header specifies the length of these two areas. The data 
header is guaranteed to fit within die initial message packet. If the variable-data 
portion will fit completely within me remaining space then it too is included within 
the initial message packet. Otherwise, the variable-data are passed in a succession 
of large-buffer transfers. 

7. Design Considerations 
It is worthwhile to mention a few of me specific criteria mat guided our design, and 
some of me decisions that we made in implementing it. 

• FACT: Home-grown, experiment-specific file formats are unavoidable in the real 
world. Even well-controlled data archives have the occasional excepnon: 
die one-dimensional signal which "everyone" knows is really two-
dimensional, etc. Since servers are site-specific, it will know me 
peculiarities of the local data, and can serve it to clients in its correct form. 

• QUESTION: Why not just NSF-mount the remote disks? 
• DECISION: Refer to previous "FACT". In addition, the client-server 

arrangement was chosen because it: 
a) minimizes the knowledge required of the client concerning where and 

how die data are stored at the server site; and 
b) frees the server site to move and manage data at will. 
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• QUESTION: How should data be passed from server to client ? 
• DECISION: Client receives signal data in the same format as it is stored in the 

data file. There are three reasons for this deciscion: 
1) Most raw daLi are stored in 2-byte integers, while scaled data is in 

floating-point format (4 bytes per value). So sending even un
compressed data puts a much smaller load on the network. If the 
data are compressed, the benefit will be even greater. 

2) Furthermore, integer data is probably easier to convert to and from a 
hardware-independent format, compared to floating-point values. 
And it is much more likely to compress well — important for 
network loading. 

3) Finally, passing the raw-est form of the data gives the client the flexibility 
to provide the user with scaled or unsealed data, and puts the work 
of scaling the data on the client's computer where it reasonably 
belongs. 

• QUESTION: Who decides which data points should be returned? 
• DECISION: The specification of the range of data requested, and the choice of 

data points to be returned, can be very specific to the local library. For 
example, some library routines expect a "from" time and a "to" time, while 
others expect a "from'1 time and a "number of points". Even die 
interpretation of which data point corresponds to the "from'' tune might be 
Library-specific: is it the point at time greater-than or equal to requested 
time, the point less-than or equal to the requested time, or the point closest 
to the requested time? 
Our solution is to provide the client with detailed dimension information via 
the signal header. The client determines the specific data points to request, 
according to local conventions, and then requests only those points. The 
request mechanism is very flexible, and supports data stored with an 
arbitrary number of dimensions. 

Appendix 

DSDEF.H 
This is the current state of the "include" file which contains all the 
parameters and data structures which we have defined so far. 
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/ . . . . . . . . 
. DSDEF.H — 
* Definitions of structures and parameters used in Data Server. 
* 
* Conventions; 
* - LENGTH f i elds: num bytes requ i red for variable-length data. Always 
* padded to modulo 4, ok? Use DS_TBXTBUFLEN macro for text. 
» 
* History: 
» 23-Sep-i992 TRG Create. From discussions nith Dave Greenwood (ORWL) 

flifndef DSDEF_LOADED 
ideflne _DSDEFJ-OADED J 

• Utility definitions and structures 
((define DS_TEXTBUFLEN(nchars) ((nchars*sizeof(long)) & ~0x03) 

/. 
. ds_datime; compact representation of date and time. 
. _ / 

typedef struct ris_datime { 
short dsSw_year; /• Ok for several thousand years*/ 
char ds$b_month; /• 1 - 12 «/ 
char dsSb_day; /» 1 to 31 ./ 
char iisSb__hours; J* 00 to 23 ./ 
char dsSb__mi nutes ; /• 00 to 59 •/ 
char dsSbseconds; /• B0 to 59 • / 
char dsSb hundredths; /• 00 to 99 ./ 

} DS_DATIME; 

* ds_dataGroup: DS-defined data type DS_DATA_GROUP, 
• used to pass dimension information. 

typedef struct dsdataGroup 
float vStart; 
ffoat dv; 
long count; 

> DS_DATAGROUP; 

/• Start va! 'e for group of data pts •/ 
/. Increment for each point •/ 
/- Num pts In this dataGroup • / 

. data types 

•a 

n> 

((define DS_REAL 1 
((define DS_1NTEGER 2 
((define DS_W0RD 3 
((define OS BYTE 4 
((define OS CHAR 6 
(Kdeflne DSlUN5ICNED_INTEGEfi 6 
((define DS.UKSIGNEO WORD 7 
((define DS UNSIGNED BYTE 8 
((define DS_DATA_GRoDp 9 

/• Floating pt number, 4 bytes 
/« Signed integer, 4 bytes 
/• Signed word, 2 bytes 
I- Signed byte, 1 byte 
/• ASCII character, 1 byte 
/• Unsigned longnord, 4 bytes 
/• Unsigned word. 2 bytes 
/• Unsigned byte, 1 byte 
/• Indexing info: (struct ds dataGroup) 

-•/ 
-/ 
•/ 
•/ 
-/ 
"/ 
•/ 
•/ 
•/ 
• / 



. OPEN_SHOT: 
===== = ===========!==:=====«/ 

* Request: 
typedef struct ds_subshot { 

long sub3l_num; 
char subSt_text[32]; 

> DS_SUBSHOT: 
/» Shot/subshot number 
/• ASCII text, nulI-terminated 

— / 

typedef struct ds_openshot_request 
long reqS) flags) 

fdefine DS_M_WrTTE Bxfil 
long i ;i,S l_subshotCnt; 
long reqSl_Unass I gned [10]; 
struct ds_datlme reqS_shotdatI me; 
struct ds_subshot req$_shotnum; 
struct ds_subshot reqS_subshot [] ; 

} DS_OPENSHuT_ REQUEST; 

/• Flags for read/write, etc •/ 
/•..open for write •/ 
/• Number of "subshot" structs •/ 

/» Shot dace, :f Known «/ 
/» Primary shot number •/ 
/• Sub-shot info •/ 

• reply to 0PEN_SH0T 
typedef struct ds_openshot { 

long shotSIshotid; 
} OS^OPENSHOT; 

- / 

. CET_SHOT_HDR: 
/ . " : — : : : : : — ' . 
* request: 
. ./ 

typtdef struct ds_getshothdr_request f 
long reqJI_shotld; /» Shot idtf from OPEN_SHOT •/ 

} DS_GETSHOTHDft_REQUEST; 
/. 
« reply; 
* d s s h o t h d r v a r i a b l e d a t a : 
* "diaglist" is the first element in the "variablePata" 
* portion of the shothdr . It is a string of diagnostic 
* names, each terminated by a single null byte, 
. . , 

typedef struct ds_shothdr { 
long shotSl_shotno; 
struct ds_datime shotf_datime; 
long shotSI_num0iagnostics; 
long shotSl_diaglistLen; /• num bytes required by diaglist*/ 
long shotSlunassigned[10]; /'..future expansion •/ 
char shotSb_var i abTeData [] ; 
} DS_SHOTHDR; 

/.======================================================= 
. OPENJMACNOSTIC: 
.======================================================./ 
• request: 
• 

typudt f s t r u < i ds opendiag request { 



• ds_msg: Message packet used to initiate any 
• communication between client and server (In either 
• d!rectlon). 
• If "data" portion o/ communication is too big for 
• the message packet, then ALL of the data is sent 
• In succeeding data packet(a)... 

/. 
• d*_m»flhdr: Fixed-length header for message packet. 
„ ./ 

typedef struct ds_m»ghdr { 
char msg(b_maJorRev; /• Major rev jj : •/ 
char BisgJb_mlr>erftav; 
short msgtw cailld; /• requested operation -/ 

(fdefine DS OPEN_SH0T 1 
((define DS_GET SHOT_HDR 2 
#define DS_CLOSE_SHOT 3 
«def i ne DS_OPEN DIAGNOSTIC A 
#define DS_GET_DIAG_HDR 5 
idefine DS_CLOSE_DIAGNOSTIC 6 
#define DS_GET_SIG_HDR 7 
#define DS_GET_SI6_DATA B 

long msgJI status; 
idefine DS SUCCESS 0 
((define DS_NOSUCHSHOT 2 
Idefine OS NOSUCHDIAG 3 
^define DS_BADSHOTID 4 
#define DS_NOSUCHSIG E 
idefine DS_BADDIAGID 6 
#define DS_BADDIM 7 
#define DS_DIMNOTVALID 8 

long rnsgl IhdrDataLen; 
long msgJI varDataLen; 

} DS_MSGHDR; 
/. 
• ds msg; The basic fined-length message packet, initiates 
• both the request from client-to-server and the response 
• from servei—to-client, 
• Concering DS_MSG_L£N; from "Internetworking with 
• TCP/IP" by Dougias Comer, pp. 66-68 
• The Internet does not limit datagrams to a specific 
• size, but suggests that networks and gateways should 
• be prepared to handle datagrams of up to E76 octets 
• (bytes) without fragmenting them. 
. ./ 

((define DS MSG LEN 128 /• Length of basic message ./ 
idefine DS~MSGDATA_LEN (DS_MSG_LEN - sUeof (struct ds msghdr)) 
#define DS_SENDRECVFLAGS 0 
((define DS MAXSENDSIZE (1024.4) 
((define DS_SENDSIZE(») (((x) > DS_MAXSENOSIZE) ? DS_MAXSENDSIZE ; (*)) 
typedef struct ds_msg { 

struct ds^msghdr hdr; /• Message header «/ 
char msgdata[DS_MSGDATA_LEM]; /• Message data, if it all fits •/ 
} DS MSG, 

/ • Status <from server) •/ 
/• .ok • / 
1- . OPEN SHOT ./ 
/• .OPEN DIAGNOSTIC •/ 
/• ..bad shot id specified •/ 
/• .GET SIG HDR, GET SIG DATA «/ 
/• ..bad diagnostic id specified*/ 
I' .GET SIG DATA: bad "ndims" ./ 
/' ..illegal "dimension" request «/ 
/' Length (bytes) fixed data •/ 
/• Length (bytes) variable data •/ 



long reqtl shotid; /. Shot id number, from QPEN_SHOT./ 
long reqSI_flags; /• Flags ./ 

#define DS_U_DIAG_WJUT£ 0x01 /...open diagnostic for WSITE •/ 
long reqSI_dlaglen; /• Num bytes alloc to req*t_diag./ 
long reqSI unassigned[10]; 
char reqSt diagnoatic[]; /• ASCII text, null terminated -/ 

> DS_OPENDIAC_REQUEST; 

• r«pIy J 

typedef s t ruc t ds_open_diagnostic { 
long open* I diagnojiti e ld ; 

} DSJ)PEN_DUGNOSTIC: 

» GET_DIAG_HDR 

/, 
• request: 

typedef struct ds_getdiaghdr request { 
long reqSI_diagno»ticId; /• from 0PEN_DIAGNOSTIC ./ 

} DS_CE7DIAGHDR_REQ.U£ST; 

• reply: 
• ds_diaghdr variable data: 
• "siglist" is the first element in the "variableData" 
. portion of the diaghdr. It is a string of signal 
• names, each terminated by a single null byte. 

typedef struct ds_diaghdr ^ 
struct ds_datime dlag$_shotDatime; 

/• note: there is no "diagnostic" datime ./ 
long diagilnumSlgnals; 
long diagSlsiglistLen; /• nun bytes /unuired by siglist*/ 
long diagll_unassigned[10]; /•..future expansion •/ 
char di agSb_variab leData [] j 

} DS_DIAGHDR; 

. CSET_SIQ_HOR 

• request: 

typedef struct ds_getslghdr request { 
long reqII_diagnosticId; /- from OPEN_DIACNOSTIC ./ 
char req«t signaIName[32]; 
char req*t assoclatadName[32], 

} OS GETSIGHDR_REQUEST; 

rep ly: 

typedef struct di signal header { 
» chdrf' s i gSt_name [32] ; 

struct ds datime sio,S datime; 

- • / 



long sigSI_npts; 
long *igSInversion; 
long sigll_quality; 
long sig$l_format; 
long sig$l_flogs; 

#define DS_M_5IG_C0UPRESSED 0x81 
long si g$(_cmpr«A Igor i thru; 
long sig$l_scaleFactorCnt; 
long sigJl_»c»l«FietorLen; 
long sig$l dimension*; 
long slgJI_dimen«Ion«Len; 
long s igSI_con¥nentL«n; 
long si gSI_unass igned[18] ; 
char sigSb variableData [] ; 

> DS^SIG»!AL_HEADER; 

/• Total num pts for signal 
/* <opt> analyzed sig version 
/• <ypt) quality factor 
/• Format of signal data (e.g. 
I" Flags ,.. 

REAL) 

•/ 
•/ 
•/ 

/ • Data-compression idf 

/» sea leFaetors, dimlnfo, cocnent*/ 

/-
• Seating factors: to be applied, if desired, to "raw" 
• signal data 
• If sealeFactorCnt is zero, data are used as-ic. 
• If sealeFactorCnt is greater than zero, then an extra 
• "effect;ve-scaleFactor" struct precedes the individual 
• scaleFactor structure(s). This is redundant for 
• the case where sealeFactorCnt==l, but that's life. 

typedef struct dsscaleFactor 
char units[12]; 
float m; 
float b; 

} DS_SCALEFACTOn\-

/• ASCII tent, null terminated •/ 
/« gain »/ 
/• offset ./ 

• Dimension information: 

{ 
•t 

typedef struct ds_perPimens ion 
char dimSt name [32]; /» Name (e.g., "TIME", "WIDTH", etc) ./ 
char dimSt_units[l2] ; /• Units; for dim (e.g. "MSEC", "CM", etc)*/ 
long dim!l_format; /* Fmt of d?m info (may be DS_DATACROUP)»/ 
long dimtl_npts; /• ..number of points or dataGroup structsa/ 
long dimt l_unass igned[10j ; 
union {. 

f l o a t d'rmSf. da taH ; 
long d i m t l _ d a t a [ ] ; 
short di mSwdata [ ] ; 
char dimSb_data [ ] ; 
s t ruct ds_dataGroup dimS dataGroupf]; 

} u; 

} DS^PERDIMENSION; 

/ ' GET_SIC_DATA 

• request: 
• "ds_dataftequest" appears inside ds_getsigdata request. 

typedef struct ds dataRequest { 
long first; /• First point to return, this dimension •/ 
long npts; /• Num pts to return, this dimension •/ 

} OS DATAREQUEST; 



typedef struct ds_getsigdatarequest { 
long reqSI_diagnottidd; /. from OPEN.DIAGMOSTIC ./ 
char reqSt_5ignaiNam«[32]; 
char reqltassocIatedName[32]; 
long reqSl_flags; 

#define DS_M_OK_C0MPRESSE0 0x01 /...ok to send compressed data */ 
long reqSl_nd(ms; /• Hum dimensions in dataRequest •/ 
I ofig reqS l_una*a Ignad[10] ; 
struct ds_dataRequ«at reql_dataRequest []; 

} t>S_GETSIG[>ATA_ REQUEST; 
/. 
• reply; 
• / 

typedef struct ds signal data { 
long dataJJnpts; 
long datajl_format; /• Format of data as returned ./ 
long dataSIflags; /• Flags ... •/ 
tong dataSJ_cmprsAlgor(thm; 
long data$]_unassigned[2]; 
char dataSb_var i ab leData [] ; /• the actual data • / 

} DS_SIGNM__DATA; 

• CLQSE_SHOT: 
typfedef s t ruc t ds_cIose_shot { 

long c l o s e S I s h o t i d ; 
> t>S_CLOSE_SHOTj 

• CLOSE DIAGNOSTIC: 

typedef s t r u c t d s _ c I o s e d f • g n o s t i c 
long closeSf d iagnost ic ld ; 

} DS_CLOSE_DIAGNOSTIC; 

f fendif / • End of DSDEF.H 
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